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Abstract. As the ontologies are the pivotal element of the Semantic
Web in E-Commerce, it is necessary to protect the ontology’s integrity
and availability. In addition, both suppliers and buyers will use an ontology to store conﬁdential knowledge pertaining to their preferences or
possible substitutions for certain products. Thus, parts of an ontology
will need to be kept conﬁdential. We propose to use well established standards of XML access control. E-commerce processes require the conﬁdentiality of customer information, the integrity of product oﬀers and the
availability of the vendors’ servers. Our main contribution-the introduction of a Security Ontology-helps to structure and simulate IT security
risks of e-commerce players that depend on their IT infrastructure.
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Introduction

We emphasize on the large potential of applying the semantic web technology
to electronic commerce. Autonomous or semi autonomous agents can use the
semantic information to search for and compare products or suppliers and negotiate with other agents [GTM99] [TBP02] [Sch03]. Generalizing previous work
we propose the following short deﬁnition for semantic e-commerce:
Semantic e-commerce is the processing of buying and selling via the
semantic web.
Even though concepts of solutions already exist for years, they were not successful on the market. Thus till today information asymmetries still exist [Gup02]
and one of the resulting shortcomings is the fact that the better informed buyer
increasingly gets a better value for his money. Unfortunately searching is still
a costly task and due to current data structures often an ineﬃcient, economic
activity. Research projects such as [ebS06] attempt to address these issues. The
aim of this innovative project is to oﬀer suppliers the option to publish their
products and services in a machine-readable language based on open-source,
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domain speciﬁc structures i.e. an ontology. Such semantically enriched descriptions enable intelligent software agents to query and read product information
autonomously and prepare it for human customers in an appropriate way.

2
2.1

Introducing Semantic E-Commerce
Architecture

Customers and suppliers are confronted with a very diversiﬁed market environment. Figure 1 shows the typical situation of a customer/supplier who intends
to buy/sell a certain article over the world wide web. Compared to the conventional real life market environment, tools such as comparison shopping portals
(e.g. www.geizhals.at) and search engines ease the search for the favored product
and give suppliers the possibility to oﬀer their products on a central marketplace.
Despite these tools the customer is usually still overwhelmed with a big amount
of oﬀers and diﬀerent product descriptions. Even though comparative-shoppingportals oﬀer the possibility to search within speciﬁc product groups the customer
still has to compare the diﬀerent product descriptions to ﬁgure out which article
matches his requirements most.
Figure 2 shows a possible scenario of a centralized semantic e-commerce
environment. The product ontology provides as a central element the knowledge about deﬁned product groups and their speciﬁc attributes (e.g. for mobile
phones: display size, memory and organizer capabilities). The supplier agent uses
the ontology data to dynamically build a user interface for the human supplier
who is then able to feed the supplier agent with relevant product and price information. The last step requires the supplier agent to register itself at a central
directory with its virtual location and oﬀered product groups. On the customer

Fig. 1. e-Commerce - state of the art
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Fig. 2. e-Commerce - the centralized semantic approach
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Fig. 3. e-Commerce - the decentralized semantic approach

side the process is almost identical. Depending on the desired product group the
customer agent reads out the proper product ontology and creates a user interface which is capable to ﬁnd out customer’s requirements regarding a speciﬁc
product. A mixture of questions and checklists could be used to ﬁnd out what
the customer really requires. After the requirement speciﬁcation the customer
agent queries a central directory to ﬁnd supplier agents which oﬀer the right
product group. With a list of all available supplier agents the customer agent
is able to start the communication (the three e-commerce phases) with each
supplier agent.
One shortcoming of the centralized directory approach, is the fact that there
has to be a central authority which maintains the directory service. With the
utilization of a central ontology and semantic (in the sense of product and price
descriptions) websites a more decentralized architecture which uses web crawlers
to identify possible semantic e-commerce websites will be possible (compare
Figure 3). Of course these websites have to use the classiﬁcation of the central
product ontology to ensure compatibility with the consumer agents. In realistic
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terms it will not be possible that every consumer runs its own crawler that
processes large parts of the world wide web. Thus some kind of services (e.g.
extensions to established comparison shopping portals) which run their own
crawlers have to be established and the consumer agent looks for possible supplier
agents at these sites to start the three-phase e-commerce communication.
2.2

E-Commerce Phases

E-commerce transactions, which take place between businesses and customers,
consist of three phases: search, negotiate and fulﬁllment [Pet00] [SKLQ01]. In
the following, each of these phases will be discussed in detail, describing the
current situation and security relevant issues:
Search. Usually an e-commerce transactions starts with a user or business
searching for potential trading partners. For this task two general approaches
exist: (1) searching for a company with speciﬁc characteristics or (2) looking for
goods with particular features and subsequently for companies which oﬀer them.
Initially all product characteristics are often not speciﬁed or not yet known and
therefore this phase should result in a list of potential trading partners, each
oﬀering products of interest.
We distinguish general-purpose search engines (e.g. Google) and domainspeciﬁc portals (e.g. MEDLINEplus) on the Web as proposed by [BCJ+ 03].
In both cases, facing purely syntactic information, only keyword-based search
can be conducted, which is known to be ineﬃcient [Sch03]. The obvious need
for semantic search approaches has been realized [KB04], and nowadays search
portals, taking advantage of proprietary, lightweight semantic deﬁnitions, up to
companies, oﬀering sound product descriptions based on shared domain speciﬁcations in OWL [OWL04], exist. In this paper we concentrate on this lastmentioned newly approach, matchmaking by ontological product descriptions
by reason that it is ﬂexible and oﬀers the most accurate search results. Pertaining to the semantic e-Commerce approaches, depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 3,
autonomous agents carry out the search instead of the human customer itself.
Initially the search parameters are provided to the agent which subsequently
queries for supplier agents. Concerning the CIA triad (conﬁdentiality, integrity
and availability), ontological product descriptions and oﬀers sometimes have to
be conﬁdential (encrypted parts for example), the integrity has to be maintained
to counter fraud and availability is necessary for successful matchmaking. Security solutions regarding ontological descriptions, mostly available in XML (RDF
or OWL), will be discussed in Section 3.
Negotiate. Once potential business partners have been identiﬁed in the search
phase, the second phase of transaction, namely electronic negotiation, starts.
This is performed through an interchange of negotiation proposals describing
constraints on an acceptable deal and results in an agreement (which is transformed into a legally binding contract), specifying the terms that both parties
consider acceptable. These terms could include the product or service description, the price, delivery date, etc. [TBP02]
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Negotiation relies on a shared terminology to guarantee eﬃcient interactions
and to avoid misunderstandings and conﬂicts. Ontologies can provide deﬁnitions
of concepts and relations, describing the domain of interest as well as negotiation
speciﬁc concepts. [SBQ+ 02] state that ontology-based negotiation approaches
enable eﬃcient, complex and unambiguous exchanges that result in business
contracts.
Conﬁdentiality and integrity are of main concern during the negotiation phase
pertaining to security. Especially the exchange of private information (including
credit card numbers) demands a high level of security and trust and furthermore,
non-repudiation must be enforced.
Fulﬁllment. After a contract is agreed upon, the promises set in the negotiation
phase and speciﬁed in the contract are carried out. Usually automatic workﬂows
are executed to initiate payments or delivery processes which are (automatically)
monitored to control and sometimes enforce the correct fulﬁllment of the contracts. Automic reasoning on contract obligation fulﬁllment or non-fulﬁllment
demands formal contract deﬁnitions as well as formal transaction information to
show the relevant context in which it occurs.
The fulﬁllment processes and corresponding resources and monitoring installations in place pose as potential targets for attacks, especially pertaining to
fraud.
Agent based e-commerce aims to support the whole transaction process by autonomous means. By using sound semantic descriptions it is possible for agents,
given a set of initial parameters, to ﬁnd products and services automatically. Also
the negotiation phase can be carried out by agents if the terms are deﬁned and
negotiating agents understand each other (using the same vocabulary, which can
be achieved by common ontologies). ”Intelligent”, autonomous agents can unburden users in their daily, time-consuming and complex tasks and even reach
better results but legal questions and security issues, including trust between
agents, are a crucial point and will be discussed in Section 4.
Another aspect of (semantic) e-commerce security is the business crucial ITenvironment, comprising (web-)servers hosting company information and agent
services, databases with product and private user-information, ontological ﬁle
storages for products and domain speciﬁc knowledge, etc. Only in a well protected and maintained IT-environment reliable and secure e-commerce can be
conducted, which is often overseen, especially by small- and medium-sized enterprises. [Hau00] summarized the problems of SMEs regarding the IT-Security
aspect: (1) Smaller IT budget, relative to total budget as well as in absolute ﬁgures (2) Less IT knowledge, information technology is often looked after by employees from other departments (3) IT is not considered as important as within
larger enterprises although more and more core processes are processed by IT
elements (4) IT environments are not homogeneous. To overcome these problems we introduced a security ontology approach for holistic IT-infrastructure
security [EFKW06] and Section 5 refers to the technical details of the security
ontology approach.
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Security Within Ontologies

Ontologies are at the focus of our approach. We thus need to protect their
conﬁdentiality and integrity.
3.1

Access Control

While the proposed product ontology remains public to ensure a shared vocabulary among the market participants, each supplier derives its own ontology,
ﬁlled with concrete values such as price and delivery information, which has to
be secured against unauthorized reading or writing attempts.
Due to the fact that each OWL- or RDF-based ontology uses XML as surface
syntax [OWL04], access control models for XML documents can be also applied
to OWL- or RDF-based ontologies.
Research in the ﬁeld of XML access control models is already mature and
several approaches for securing ontologies already exist: [FCG04] propose the
concept of security views which provide for each user group an XML view consisting of that information that the users are authorized to access. The approach
requires a XML query-execution engine that implements the DTD-based access control model. [DdVPS02] present a language for the speciﬁcation of access
restrictions on XML-based ﬁles and the corresponding system architecture for
access control which should enforce its usage. The proposed XML Access Control Processor (ACP) takes as input a valid XML document requested by the
user and the XML Access Sheet listing the associated access authorizations at
the instance level. The ACP generates a valid XML document, including only
the information the user is allowed to access [DdVPS02]. [BF02] extend the
approach by ﬁne-grained XML document encryption and proper key distribution mechanisms to ensure conﬁdentiality within shared XML documents. The
Semantic Access Control Language (SACL) proposed by [QA03] is suitable to
express concept-level access authorizations within OWL-based ontologies.
Such mechanisms are suitable for enhanced and implemented ontology access
control approaches and especially in the semantic e-commerce ﬁeld with its various actors and diﬀerent relationships we have to enforce a strong access control
technology.
3.2

Integrity

Since the very central product-ontology and the derived supplier ontologies with
their price information play an important role in a possible semantic e-commerce
scenario there have to be proper mechanisms which ensure the integrity of the
ontology structure and its content. Especially the derived supplier ontologies act
as a storage for price and delivery information which are used by the agents at
the negotiation phase. Therefore the integrity of these data elements is crucial
for the long-term establishment of semantic e-commerce systems and due to the
XML-based syntax of OWL- and RDF-ontologies we are able to use established
standards such as XML Digital Signature [xml02] and XML Key Management
Systems (XKMS) [xkm01] to ensure data integrity.
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Trust Issues

Trust is one of the main issues pertaining to e-Commerce, based on the following
reasons: 1) a potential buyer has no physical access to the product of interest, 2)
seller or buyer may not abide by the agreement reached at the electronic marketplace [Zac99]. Agent based systems add another layer of indirection between a
buyer and a seller, resulting in a more complex framework and new trust issues.
[Gam00] deﬁnes trust as a particular level of the subjective probability with
which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents will perform a
particular action, both before he can monitor such action (or independently of
his capacity ever to be able to monitor it) and in a context in which it aﬀects
his own action.
We distinguish between two fundamental trust models which are (1) either
built on an agent’s direct experience of an interaction partner (interaction trust)
(2) or reports provided by third parties about their experiences with a partner
(witness reputation) [HJS06]. Nowadays, taking eBay [EBA07] as an example,
traders receive a feedback (such as +1, 0 or -1) for their reliability in each auction.
Furthermore textual comments can be submitted to describe the customer’s
experience pertaining to the seller. Besides trust based on previous transactions
(if they exist), customer feedback (feedback scores and comments) is a crucial
element of trust in a seller. According to companies, independend third party
evaluation and certiﬁcation is another possibility to convince customers of their
trustworthiness. Concerning to the centralized semantic e-Commerce approach
in Figure 2, we identiﬁed the following trust issues and possible methods of
resolution:
In the ﬁrst place the human interacion partner has to trust his agent, viz
the software system - the underlying lines of code created by the system developer. The agent has to fulﬁll the promised functionality and should not have
any vulnerabilities. Certiﬁed providers as well as certiﬁed agent systems help to
establish the trust needed.
Each agent has to “know” its communication partner before reputation can
be considered, thus authentication mechanisms have to be implemented. As a
principle an agent has to provide his idendity, usually in form of a public key
certiﬁcate, issued by a certiﬁcation authory (CA).
If agents have the ability to purchase products (on the behalf of the agent’s
principal), the risks can be minimized by only granting a limited payment capability [CPV03]. Furthermore, if digital signatures are required, the use of the
private key should be limited to the agent. [RS99] for example propose proxy
certiﬁcates: in this approach only a new, lifetime limited key pair is handed
to the agent. This makes it diﬃcult for malicious hosts to discover the private
key before the certiﬁcate expires. Additionally, arbitrary transations can be constrained. To avoid contract repudiation—especially users denying that an agent
acted on their behalf—the user instruction parameters should be collected and
digitally signed.
The Directory service, shown in Figure 2, should only register and subsequently mediate trustworthy agents. Besides looking for available certiﬁcates,
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cumstomer agents have the possibility to rate their experiences with supplier
agents. SPORAS [Zac99] is a possible model for an agent based, centralized
rating system.

5

The Security Ontology

Beside the very deep going aspects of securing ontologies and communication
between various agents, we also have to consider the IT-Security regarding
the company’s physical environment. Servers hosting company information and
agent services, databases with private user-information or ﬁles containing ontological product information have to be secured to ensure a reliable and secure
e-commerce service. Especially small- and medium-sized enterprises often oversee the need for a holistic IT-Security approach and thus we developed a Security
Ontology [EFKW06] to provide a proper knowledge base about threats and the
corresponding countermeasures. In [EFKW07] we extended the threat simulation approach with risk analysis methods to improve quantitative risk analysis
methods. The current section summarizes the research results and proposes the
implementation of the Security Ontology to enhance the overall IT-Security level.
The most important parts of the Security Ontology are represented by the
sub-ontologies Threat, ThreatPrevention and Infrastructure:

sec:Threat
sec:threatens* sec:preventedBy* sec:prevents*
ent:Infrastructure

sec:ThreatPrevention

sec:affects* sec:affectedBy*
sec:Attribute

Fig. 4. Sub-ontology: Threat

Figure 4 shows the threat ontology with its corresponding relations: (1) To
model the threats which endanger certain infrastructure elements we introduced
the sec:threatens relation (every threat threatens n infrastructure elements) (2)
Of course we want to mitigate the threats and so we created the sec:preventedBy
and sec:prevents relation respectively (3) To enable companies to optimize their
IT-Security approach to certain IT-Security attributes such as conﬁdentiality or
availability we assigned aﬀected attributes to each threat by the sec:aﬀects and
its inverse relation.
Figure 5 shows the security ontology’s infrastructure area. The building,
with its corresponding ﬂoors and rooms, can be described using the infrastructure framework. To map the entire building plan exactly on the security
ontology, each room is described by its position within the building. The ontology knows in which building and on which ﬂoor a certain room is located. The
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Fig. 5. Sub-ontology: Infrastructure
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Fig. 6. SecOnt Manager Prototype

attributes ent:nextToRoomHorizontal and ent:nextToRoomVertical describe the
exact location of each room. Each instance of ent:ITAndTelecommunication and
sec:TechnicalThreatPrevention is located in a particular room. A room can, of
course, also contain more concepts. The current ontology uses a ﬂexible and easily extendable structure: additional concepts can be included without eﬀort. The
concept ent:TechnicalThreatPrevention is subdivided into ent:CounterMeasure
and ent:Detector, which are used to model detectors (ﬁre, smoke, noise, etc.)
and their corresponding countermeasures (ﬁre extinguisher, alarm system, etc.).
Figure 6 shows the prototype with its four main user interface elements: (1)
Selection of a threat: The user is able to choose a certain threat and the SecOnt
Manager shows the impact of that threat (2) Threatened infrastructure: The ontology provides an extendable framework for various infrastructure elements to
enable the user to create instances of concrete and real infrastructure elements
which enables the ontology to show which infrastructure elements are threatened
by a certain threat scenario (3) Aﬀected attributes: Works like the threatened
infrastructure where the ontology knows which threats are aﬀecting certain security attributes (4) Recommendations: Are the most important part for the user,
because it gives concrete recommendations to prevent a certain threat. Figure 6
shows an example application for the ﬁre threat and we see that the ontology
has to store the whole infrastructure, including the building with its ﬂoors and
rooms, to make location-based recommendations possible.
So why are we using an ontology instead of a database solution which has
various advantages over a ﬁle-based ontology? The main advantage of an ontology is the possibility of inferring new knowledge by utilizing a reasoning engine
which considers existing facts and rules.
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sec : af f ectsOS(?x, ?z) ∧ ent : hasOS(?y, ?z) ∧ sec : AntiV irusP rogram(?c)
∧ ¬sec : installedOn(?c, ?y) ∧ sec : prevents(?c, ?x)
→ sec : threatens(?x, ?y)
(1)
Equation 1 illustrates a possible axiom which formalizes the sec:threatens
relation between a computer virus and a computer device. First sec:aﬀectsOS
determines which operating systems are endangered by a certain virus and in
the second step ent:hasOS looks up for all computers and their corresponding
operating systems. Variable ?c stores all available anti virus programs and looks
with ¬sec:installedOn for computers that have not installed such a program.
With sec:prevents it is possible to determine which anti virus protection is useful
to a certain virus and so the ontology, equipped with a proper reasoning engine,
is able to identify those computers that are directly threatened by a certain
virus.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we covered the three phases of e-business (search, negotiation, and
fulﬁllment) and investigated how semantic information and ontologies can support and improve these processes. Moreover, we explored the case for protecting
the ontology which is the central element of this approach. Mechanisms of XML
access control are used to protect the conﬁdentiality, integrity and availability of
ontologies. Finally, we presented how the introduced Security Ontology can be
used to secure all assets required by IT-centered companies to ensure CIA (conﬁdentiality, integrity and availability) of information processed in their business
processes.
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